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Abstract

In a near future where manufacturing companies are faced with the rapid technological developments of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) and Industry 4.0, a need arises to consider how this will affect human operators remaining as a vital and important resource in modern production systems. What will the implications of these orchestrated and ubiquitous technologies in production – a concept we call Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) – be on the health, learning and operative performance of human workers? This paper makes three main contributions to address the question. First, it synthesizes the diverse literature regarding CPS and social sustainability in production systems. Second, it conceptualizes a holistic framework, the CyFL Matrix, and outlines a guideline to analyze how the functionalities of a CPPS relate to operational and social sustainability-related performance impacts at different levels of analysis. Finally, it presents an industrial use case, which the CyFL Matrix and the related guidelines are applied to. In doing so, the study offers first support to researchers and manager of manufacturing companies willing to define suitable operational and social sustainability-related performances for Human-centric Cyber-Physical Production Systems of the future.
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Highlights

- Six Functionalities of a Human-centric CPPS are illustrated
- Three levels of analysis of CPPS are defined
- The CyFL Matrix aims to identify and organise performances in Human-centric CPPS
- CyFL Matrix is a tool for companies interested in Human-centric CPPS’ performances

1. Introduction

Manufacturing companies are under strong pressure to radically change the way in which they operate (Lee, Bagheri and H. A. Kao, 2014). As automation and information technologies become more and more advanced, interconnected and pervasive in factories and in the way the external environment is also undergoing rapid development, current manufacturing parlance speaks of a 4th industrial revolution, widely referred to as “Industry 4.0” (Kagermann et al., 2013). “Industry 4.0” is based on smart devices, connectivity and embedded sensors (Kagermann et al., 2013) and is achieved via four disruptions (Baur and Wee, 2015): i) rise in data volumes, computational power, and connectivity; ii) emergence of analytics and business-intelligence capabilities; iii) new forms of human-machine interaction; and iv) improvements in transferring digital instructions to the physical world.
Industry 4.0 is expected to foster significant changes in how industrial workers perform their jobs (Boston Consulting Group, 2015). However, what this implies for human operators is still not well understood or addressed in a systematic way. In this respect, two main contrasting scenarios have been proposed so far (Hirsch-Kreinsen, 2016). One the one hand, a highly *technology-centric scenario* with extensive automation of many work processes, in which human activities will be reduced to those tasks that cannot or should not be automated for technical, socio-economic or ethical reasons. In this scenario, automation will control the employees with a deskilling impact (Dworschak and Zaiser, 2014). On the other hand, a *human-centric scenario*, in which human operators will remain the managing and decision-making authority and the repository of experience, while their role in the working process is upgraded via smart tools and assistance systems (Romero et al. 2016). Operators will receive physical and cognitive support when needed (Romero et al. 2016) and will develop new skills (Dworschak and Zaiser, 2014; Boston Consulting Group. 2015).

In this paper, we focus on Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) in the manufacturing environment (Lee, Bagheri and H. A. Kao, 2014), which can be conceptually understood as a high-performing fusion of humans, machines and information systems collaborating and linking together the physical and the digital (“cyber”) world. CPS hold great potential to revolutionize the performance of production systems by enabling a greater range of functionalities that surpass current paradigms regarding speed, delivery precision, quality, versatility and responsiveness to demands; but may also transform the industrial workforce and their work environment, towards a more Human-Centric and therefore socially sustainable setting (Romero et al., 2016; Longo et al., 2017).

This paper specifically addresses the specific application of interconnected and orchestrated CPS in production systems, which we will refer to as a Cyber-Physical Production System (CPPS). We define a CPPS as combination of highly digitalized technological enablers of both a physical and a software-based nature (i.e. a solution based on technologies associated with Industry 4.0), operating successfully alongside humans to create complex, high-quality products and having a high potential to increase human performance. This new paradigm implies that a new generation of workplaces will arise, where the humans in the system continually interact with and is aided by technologies and information (Romero et al., 2016) in ways that render previous operative performance goals and measures obsolete.

Alongside that issue, considering demographic trends in Europe (Berlin et al., 2013; Richter, Bode and Köper, 2014), manufacturing faces a future where there will be increasing numbers of older workers who may need to stay employed longer, to compensate for a dearth of young talent, caused by lower birth rates in recent decades. This means it will become even more crucial for manufacturing companies to provide an attractive and stimulating workplace to attract, develop and sustain a competitive, healthy and satisfied staff (Berlin et al., 2013; Berlin and Adams, 2017). This is understood to be a key determinant for manufacturing industry’s long-term success, as well as for societal flourishing (Fantini et al., 2014).

The capacities that a CPPS may offer, and recent social challenges, mean that manufacturing industry managers must re-think their understanding of what is possible to do, and to aim for the right performances to exploit the maximum potentials of the arising new work environments. The challenge is to align an understanding of the requirements of competitiveness with those that represent long-term sustainability (Garetti and Taisch, 2012). All the aspects of social sustainability in manufacturing, such as work-life balance, physical and psychological wellbeing of the workers, ageing, and diversity, need to be considered (Eijnatten, 2000; Taghavi, Barletta and Berlin, 2015) alongside the desired production
outcomes, in order to achieve system solutions that make the best of people and technologies (Bettoni et al., 2014). The development of an appropriate performance measurement system, identifying the key dimensions and objectives to be measured and designing the measures themselves, is therefore of paramount importance (Arena et al., 2009; Winroth, Almström and Andersson, 2012; Bengo et al., 2016). However, identifying and measuring social aspects in manufacturing, and determining their interaction with production and operative dimensions, still requires significant improvement (Romero et al., 2015; Peruzzini and Pellicciari, 2017), and will be even more crucial when examining the potential benefits of implementing a CPPS (Romero et al., 2016; Gregori et al., 2017).

Therefore, this paper targets three main objectives:

- To synthesize the diverse literature regarding CPS and social sustainability in production systems.
- To define the main functionalities enabled by a CPPS, developing a framework for both industrial and research stakeholders, which helps them navigate the complexity of CPPS.
- To propose a framework that properly describes how the adoption of CPPS impacts on human and the overall system performances. This is done by combining the defined functionalities with a systematic view of a CPPS, as derived from literature. The framework suggests how managers and researchers can structure their understanding of performance impacts stemming from a CPPS and is targeted at helping to define suitable performances to measure in improvement projects or research endeavours.

This paper thereby contributes to the body of knowledge on conceptualizing, understanding and controlling human-centric and socially sustainable CPPS, based on the idea that the realization of a highly digitalized future manufacturing, where social sustainability aspects are managed proactively, has high potential to create value for industry, individuals and society.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 illustrates the research method to carry out the study; Section 3 outlines the main findings of the literature review; Section 4 presents the developed framework (i.e., the CyFL Matrix), its main axes (i.e., the CPPS Functionalities and the CPPS level of analysis) and the guidelines to fill it in; Section 5 describes the industrial use case which the framework was applied to; Section 6 discusses the contributions of the study, illustrates the limitations, suggests directions for future research and draws the conclusions.

2. Research Method

To achieve the above-mentioned research objectives, first the study included a narrative literature review “to provide the reader with a comprehensive background for understanding current knowledge and highlighting the significance of new research” (Cronin et al., 2008, p. 39). Subsequently, the review findings were synthesized into a framework to illustrate the performance impacts of a socially sustainable CPPS at different levels. This framework was then subjected to an expert evaluation to provide validation and questioning of the framework for continued development. The framework was then applied to a sharp use case in the manufacturing industry. The different steps of the research process are elaborated below:

1. Literature study followed by an open, inductive coding of the sources.
2. The first round of codes were grouped together under higher-order aggregate codes based on the similarity of their objective and intended outcome, both regarding social sustainability and operational performances.
3. The higher-level codes were discussed among the authors, revised and eventually aggregated into what we have called “functionalities”.
4. The functionalities were validated by means of a series of semi-structured interviews with seven academic experts in the fields of CPPS and Sustainability in manufacturing (Table 1), to assess whether they were relevant, comprehensive and made sense to other expert scholars. Each interview lasted one hour and was recorded by the authors.
5. Final synthesis of the operational framework, post-expert evaluation.
6. The framework was tested in a sharp industrial use case.

2.1 Literature study
The literature review scope was set to include aspects of social sustainability (with specific reference to human operators in production industry), industrial performance measurements, and advanced automation solutions - specifically the type known as cyber-physical systems - all within the scope of production systems in the manufacturing sector. Because of the novelty and multidisciplinarity of the topic, it was necessary to consider contributions from different bodies of knowledge.

The Scopus online scientific database was searched; we used inclusion in the database as a hallmark for sources being reputable and scientifically trustworthy. The search for publications was conducted as a structured keyword search (either in the title, abstract, or list of keywords) combining keywords related to CPPS, human-centric manufacturing and performance measurement, and the list evolved as new keywords were found in the literature. Table 1 shows the keywords (with permutations for upper- and lowercase as well as plural and singular form) that were used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cyber physical systems</th>
<th>Ergonomics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Data Mining</td>
<td>Wellbeing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling</td>
<td>Safety risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)</td>
<td>Knowledge Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robotics</td>
<td>Work-Life Balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
<td>Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing Automation</td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Setup</td>
<td>Human-Automation Interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance management</td>
<td>Social Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Keywords used in the literature study

Papers written in English and published in peer-reviewed journals and conference proceedings from 1981 to 2017 were considered.

After article retrieval, two of the authors performed a first screening and selection by reviewing the content of the abstracts. Identified contributions were included or excluded from the analysis based on their pertinence to the scope of the present study. Subsequently, a snowball search was performed by examining the cited and citing articles of the papers contained in the sample obtained in the previous step. Some older sources have been included for overall historical reference or to provide the seminal reference to e.g. standards and specific terms, but the emphasis on CPS literature has been placed on the last ten years to acknowledge the rapid progress in that field as of late.
Finally, to understand the contemporary knowledge space, documents from “grey literature” (i.e. either unpublished or published in non-commercial form; International Conferences on Grey Literature, 2004) were also considered. Specifically, international standards related to automation (e.g., ANSI/ISA-95) and enterprise-control systems (e.g., IEC 62264) were surveyed, as well as reference models for Industry 4.0 (e.g., RAMI 4.0). Furthermore, contemporary European and national projects related to CPS (e.g., sCorPius, BeInCPPS, DIG IN, 5GEM, Pathfinder) and social sustainability in manufacturing (e.g., Operator of the Future, SO SMART, MAN-MADE) were reviewed, to gain insight into preliminary novel developments and findings not yet published in academic journals.

2.2 Coding Process
The selected documents underwent an inductive qualitative coding process to help define how CPPS functionalities can enhance performances that contribute to a socially sustainable, human-centric industrial workplace. An inductive approach is efficient and appropriate when “there is not enough former knowledge about the phenomenon or if this knowledge is fragmented” (Elo and Kyngäs, 2008 p. 109). In inductive content analysis, “categories are derived from the material under examination itself, employing an iterative process of category building, testing and revising by constantly comparing categories and data” (Seuring and Gold, 2012 p. 546).

2.3 Expert Evaluation
Once the literature study was synthesized into a first framework of CPPS functionalities for enhancing performances to achieve socially sustainable production (called the CyFL Matrix), a series of interviews were performed with experts to assess the relevance, applicability and acceptance of the framework.

We recruited experts among scholars performing research on new production systems and/or social sustainability from different perspectives (ranging from industrial engineering and CPS, to sustainable work systems and organizational design), with various seniority levels (from PhD level to Senior profiles with more than 20 years of experience) and coming from different countries (1 from Mexico, 1 from Germany, 2 from Sweden, 3 from Italy). Table 2 provides an overview of the experts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Field of expertise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Senior Research Scientist and Scientific Project Manager</td>
<td>Cyber-Physical Human-Centric Production Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Senior Researcher at Department of Psychology</td>
<td>Sustainable Work Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Associate Professor at Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Systems Department</td>
<td>Sustainable Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Research coordinator at Management, Economics and Industrial Engineering Department</td>
<td>Socially Sustainable Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Researcher in a H2020 project on CPS in manufacturing</td>
<td>Cyber-Physical Systems in Manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 PhD Candidate at Department of Product and Production System Development</td>
<td>Human and Automation Optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Professor at Business School</td>
<td>New technologies and changes in professions, jobs, organization design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inputs from the expert interviews were used to adjust and refine the framework before the next phase.
2.4 Use case
The framework was finally tested in a sharp industrial use case in manufacturing industry, to demonstrate and test the applicability of the proposed tool in addressing real world situations. The chosen case company was an Italian production site of Whirlpool EMEA, which provided a project that the framework was applied to in order to identify how the introduction of CPPS could impact operational and social sustainability performances, and via which performance-enhancing functionalities.

3. Literature review results
The literature final data set was composed of 160 documents that yielded three distinct themes: i) social sustainability, ii) performance measurement and iii) CPPS. The scope is illustrated in Figure 1 and the main themes are described below in that order, since the first step of the realization of human-centric, socially sustainable CPPS is to understand what social sustainability is. Then, we describe how to measure it in manufacturing, and finally we elaborate the relevant enabling technologies and structure of CPPS. Together they form the theoretical basis for the structure and content of the subsequent framework formulation (i.e., the CyFL Matrix).

--- Please insert Figure 1: Scope of the literature review, where the manufacturing application area constitutes the chief boundary for inclusion. The three main themes and their found overlaps are indicated. ---

3.1 Social Sustainability in production systems
The paradigm of sustainable development has broadened in scope and has evolved to be a key manufacturing decision attribute (Chen et al., 2015, Fiasché et al., 2016). Concepts like “Socially Sustainable work systems” (Eijnatten, 2000), “Socially Sustainable work places” (Hancock et al., 2015), “Human-centric Factory” (May et al., 2015), “Anthropocentric Cyber Physical Systems” (Pirvu, Zamfirescu and Gorecky, 2014), and similar have all been developed in recent years. More explicitly, achieving a socially sustainable manufacturing work system means that “[...] it should be able to meet the needs of both current and future employees. To that end, it should be able to attract different societal groups as potential workers, i.e. younger, elderly, women, disabled and in general support greater diversity” (Taghavi, Adams and Berlin, 2014 p.585), and in it, operators are free “[...] to choose at any stage in life between different forms of work (work arrangements, field of work) or lifestyles, while being at all times entitled to individual social security” (Hancock et al., 2015).

Social sustainability-driven approaches for manufacturing can be practically substantiated into four identified main areas: Safety management; Ergonomics and human factors; Learning and training; and Work-Life Balance. Table 3 provides an overview of literary sources that elaborate these.

**Table 3: Main areas of Social Sustainability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY DIMENSIONS</th>
<th>SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Internal human resources; external population; stakeholder participation; macro social performance.</td>
<td>a) Rajak and Vinodh (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Work practices and adequate working conditions; diversity and equal opportunities; relations with the community; social policy compliance; consumer health and safety; human rights.</td>
<td>b) Arena et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c) Ensuring career and employment security; maintaining and promoting the health and wellbeing of workers; developing skills and competences; reconciling working and non-working life.

c) Bettoni et al. (2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FOUR MAIN SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY AREAS</th>
<th>SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Safety Management</td>
<td>(Baldock <em>et al.</em>, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Tools for safety management; e.g. probabilistic risk assessment, FN curves, Hazard Analysis, Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA)</td>
<td>b) <em>MIL-STD-882</em> (2000); Parry and Winter (1981); Taylor (1994)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergonomics/Human Factors</td>
<td>Fernandez and Marley (1998); Pretorius and Cilliers (2007).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Physical dimensions – Musculo-Skeletal Disorders (MSDs); connection to quality and financial aspects; Cumulative Trauma Disorders (CTD)</td>
<td>a) Falck (2009); Fernandez and Goodman, (2000); b) Pretorius and Cilliers (2007); Hancock and Chignell (1986); Wilson and Russell (2003); Dey and Mann (2010); Fujita, Kato and Tamio (2010); Meshkati et al. (1995); Mattson (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Psychological dimensions – Mental work vs. workload; Measurement methods aided by sensors and data analytics; questionnaires and rating scales to measure individual subjective perception of workload</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and Training</td>
<td>a) Malhotra (2001); Tan and Wong (2015); b) Pinzone et al. (2016); Krajnc and Glavic (2003); Winroth, Almström and Andersson (2012); Joung <em>et al.</em> (2013); Taghavi, Adams and Berlin (2014); Searcy, Dixon and Neumann (2016); Adler and Clark (1991); Rose (1989); c) Parasuraman and Riley (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Knowledge management - focused on machine OR the human; has great impact on manufacturing performances; Training; Time dedicated; Competitive advantage (“economies of learning”); Lack of training and disuse of knowledge leads to skill decay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Automation in training- Unexpected effects and redefinitions of jobs and tasks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Four classes of learning functions that automation can be applied to: information acquisition, information analysis, decision and action selection, and action implementation</td>
<td>d) Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens (2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Virtual and automatic training tools – Intelligent Training Systems (ITS); importance of prior education</td>
<td>e) Kulik and Fletcher (2015); Greer and Mark (2015); Rastegarmoghadam and Ziarati (2016); Amador, Nicolás and Vila (2008);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Work-life Balance

a) Definitions and dimensions - integration of the worker’s activities, as a worker, into life as a whole; freedom to choose work and work forms; Socially Sustainable Workplace; Four dimensions; Abilities of a socially sustainable work system;
b) Link between work flexibility, well-being of the operator and improved work-life balance; Smart working; worker involvement and satisfaction with flexibility arrangements

\[\text{Work-life Balance} \]

\[\text{a)} \text{ Fantini et al. (2014)}^{1}; \text{ Berlin et al. (2015)}^{2}; \text{ Hancock et al. (2015)}^{3,4}; \text{ LCSP (1998)}^{3}; \text{ Bettoni et al. (2014)}^{5}; \text{ Taghavi, Adams and Berlin (2014)}^{5}; \text{ b)} \text{ Golden et al. (2010)}^{1}, \text{ Golden, Henly and Lambert (2012)}^{5}; \text{ Kim and Oh (2015)}^{5}; \text{ Askenazy (2004)}^{3}, \text{ Lambert (2008)}^{3}\]

Safety management has become fundamental in manufacturing practices, generating policy innovations and creating compliance-related processes within companies (Baldock et al., 2006). It targets prediction of how production processes might lose their operational continuity due to events like accidental failures, and evaluation of cost impacts regarding security, environment, operations and production (Woodhouse, 1991; Brown, Willis and Prussia, 2000). The aim of all safety management tools is to assess and manage operational risks (defined as “a pre-identified combination of a probable, unwanted event and its double-folded negative outcome on internal and external stakeholders” by MIL-STD-882, 2000), prevent accidents and protect operators and equipment from possible damage. Hazard Analysis, probabilistic risk assessment and FN curves and Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA) are all well-known examples of such tools. These kinds of preventive approaches result in a more secure workplace environment (which benefits enterprise reputation and compliance) where availability of the system’s assets increases, while the costs generated by unexpected events decrease.

Ergonomics (a.k.a. Human Factors) is defined as “the study of the design of a workplace, equipment, machine, tool, product, environment, and system which takes into consideration the human being’s physical, physiological, biomechanical, and psychological capabilities and optimizes the effectiveness and productivity of work systems while assuring the safety, health, and well-being of the workers” (Fernandez and Marley, 1998 p. 20). The physiological and biomechanical dimensions are currently the measurable part of ergonomics (Pretorius and Cilliers, 2007). Physical stress in the form of musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) constitute a great financial burden (in terms of sick leave days) and are commonly targeted with ergonomics interventions; the most important contribution of ergonomics on physical operator health is the reduction of cumulative trauma disorders (CTDs), which cause both work absenteeism (when the worker cannot go to work due to health problems), and work presenteeism (when the worker goes to work but cannot perform the job at the desired speed or quality level). CTDs affect both quality and productivity of the system negatively (Falck, 2009). Most ergonomic risk assessment methods assign a diagnostic risk level to the tasks and related movements that the operator performs, and try to provide decision support to redesign tasks or limit the time in which operators perform high-risk tasks (Falck, 2009).

Psychological stress (or strain) is a dimension that is harder to measure, but is nonetheless significant. Even though a universally accepted concept of mental workload is missing, attempts to model it have been made (e.g. Hancock and Chignell, 1986). Schütte (2007) made an extensive review of the literature on measuring psychological strain and identified two major branches: 1) approaches developed in engineering, referring to the technical performance of work or work functions, and 2) psychological approaches concentrating on the interactions between the employee and his/her work. Some research
uses physiological parameters to record the intensity and time duration of psychological strain (see b² sources in Table 2), and yet others use questionnaires and rating scales to document the individual’s subjective perception of mood, fatigue, effort etc. (see b³ sources in Table 2).

**Learning and training** are carried out to allow operators to learn new tasks, concepts and methodologies. From the human-centric production perspective, knowledge is one of the most valuable resources for companies, and managing knowledge means providing and supporting *means to raise* the knowledge level of the whole socio-technical system. The impact of automation on human training within production is an established research stream, which highlights the sometimes unexpected effects automation can have on tasks and jobs. The necessity to enhance the learning capabilities of operators through organization is also stressed, to overcome the quick change of job tasks and to be able to adapt an aging workforce to the jobs of the future. Four classes of learning functions have been suggested by Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens (2000; see Table 2) as system aspects that are possible to automate. Other studies have explored the relevance of using virtual and automatic training tools in learning activities has been explored by different studies, e.g. how Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) positively affect the learning outcomes of test subjects (see Table 2). However, automatic learning systems cannot solve all problems: the level of prior education “is relevant since competence provides the necessary foundation for learning. (...) It is very important to have a match between competence and the skill required to complete the work task” (Amador, Nicolás and Vila, 2008).

**Work-Life Balance**, understood as the integration of the worker’s activities into life as a whole (Fantini et al., 2014; Berlin et al., 2015), is frequently named in the social sustainability as an enabler of socially sustainable work. Characteristics related to the production processes may impose constraints when accommodating the worker’s personal requirements (e.g. schedule and workplace flexibility, machine productivity, autonomy and accountability, teamwork, management by objectives, etc.). Another important aspect is the freedom, from the worker perspective, “to choose at any stage in life between different forms of work (...) or lifestyles, while being at all times entitled to individual social security” (Hancock et al., 2015). However, some researchers focus on linking work characteristics and work-life balance, the well-being of the operator (e.g. Golden et al., 2010; Golden, Henly and Lambert, 2012). These findings highlight that offering time flexibility to operators in the workplace, to improve the work-life balance and the general satisfaction with the working environment. Considerations may include flexible working contracts and the more general concept of smart working, i.e. organization of the work that allows work at any time of the day according to a worker’s needs (Kim and Oh, 2015).

Based on the definition of Socially Sustainable Workplace by Hancock et al. (2015), the four dimensions mentioned by Bettoni et al. (2014), the abilities described by Taghavi, Adams and Berlin (2014) and the definition by LCSP (1998) (i.e., “the creation of goods and services using processes and systems [...] safe and healthful for employees, communities and consumers; and socially and creatively rewarding for all working people”), we can synthesize some pillars regarding social sustainability for workers. First, working activities should be designed to meet the requirements of all worker life-stages, meaning that the physical and physiological wellbeing of the worker is central. Secondly, the ability to fit the working life to the other life requirements, and not the other way around, is key. This can only be possible if mobility of workplaces is achieved. This can be enabled by the possibility of learning new skills rapidly, and by having working systems that are able to integrate and easily release new resources. A corollary impact on industrial needs is the need for more flexible human resources (in terms of capabilities and requirements) to enable more flexible production systems. Third, while the human resource is working,
he/she should be motivated as well. This will also impact production and the work environment, regarding performance on an individual and group level.

3.2 Performance Measurement
To compete in continuously changing environments, manufacturing companies need to monitor and understand performances. Operational performance measures have traditionally been related to the four main classes of competitive manufacturing priorities: cost, time, quality and flexibility (De Toni and Tonchia, 2001; Neely et al., 1995; Boyer and Lewis 2002).

Cost performance refers to the amount of resources used to produce a product, or supply a service. A particularly important cost-related aspect is linked to productivity (a ratio between output and input) and efficiency (the ratio between productivity and a standard) (Tonchia and Quagini, 2010). The literature offers both total measures (calculated considering all the resources) and specific measures (referring to a single input typology) of productivity and efficiency. Time performance is usually related to fast deliveries, meeting delivery promises and reducing production lead time (Boyer and Lewis, 2002). Quality is defined as “the degree to which a set of inherent characteristics of an object fulfils requirements” (ISO 9000: 2015). In the literature, there appears to be a broad range of quality-related performances used by manufacturing companies, grouped into i) Internal Quality, which refers to the quality of the production processes, in particular their reliability in producing a stable and standard output; and ii) External Quality, which incorporates the dimensions of quality-in-use and customer value and satisfaction (Fynes and Voss, 2001). This performance dimension is usually measured based on the perceived quality by the customers. Flexibility is also regarded to be a multidimensional concept (Ajai et al., 2013), related to reaction to changes in product and in product mix, modifications to designs, fluctuations in materials, changes in sequence or routing of manufacture.

Alongside operational performances, sustainability has risen to a more critical role in the last years, and therefore researchers suggest that environmental and social sustainability should be included among manufacturing competitive priorities (de Burgos Jimenez and Lorente, 2001; Longoni and Cagliano, 2015) and as KPIs in performance measuring systems (Arena et al., 2015). In particular, social sustainability performances refer to societal impacts of manufacturing processes and manufactured products. According to Longoni et al. (2014), social sustainability performances can be classified into internal social sustainability, i.e. the impact that the company has on its workforce; and external social sustainability, i.e. the company’s impact on surrounding communities.

To date, social sustainability performances have been mainly addressed more at the corporate level than at operations and plant-level (Winroth et al., 2016). At the corporate level, the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) framework has become a de facto international standard of sustainability reporting, because it is comprehensive and applicable to all kind of firms (Taghavi et al., 2014). On the other hand, there is no unique reference framework acknowledged in the literature at operations and plant-level (Searcy et al., 2016). Considering just social sustainability indicators from GRI, Taghavi et al. (2014) identified two main areas that are relevant for manufacturing companies at factory level in developed countries: “Labor practices & decent work” and “Local communities”. Similarly, other studies highlighted that three areas are mostly addressed with respect to factory workforce (e.g., NIST, 2011; Joung et al., 2013): i) health and safety of employees, ii) satisfaction within the organization and iii) professional development.

The Health and safety (H&S) area deals with all aspects of health and safety in the workplace and has a strong focus on the identification of relevant risks and prevention of hazards. More holistic approaches
that focus on employees’ wellbeing, concerning both the physical and psychological strains that an operator has to bear because of his/her working tasks, are emerging (Darr and Johns, 2008; Gerr et al., 2014).

Job satisfaction is defined as the degree to which people like or dislike their jobs and the characteristics of their tasks (Aouadni and Rebai, 2016) and is commonly used as a proxy variable for quality of work. High level of satisfaction leads to low employee absenteeism and turnover, as well as improved task performance and increase in extra-role behaviors that benefit the company.

Concerning professional development, operator learning focuses on the skill acquisition process of single individuals, while human capital is the collective value of employees’ competences, resulting from the knowledge, skills acquired by the company’s employees (Goldin, 2016). Knowledge and information capital is another important asset of an organization, which represents the quantity and quality of knowledge owned by a manufacturing company (Wong et al., 2015).

The overall result of the organizational efforts on social sustainability can be reflected in the level of attractiveness of the workplace, which is how much potential operators perceive the production system as attractive (Zamfirescu et al., 2014). Table 4 summarizes performance areas that are relevant for CPPS as identified from the literature.

Table 4: Performance areas reviewed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORY</th>
<th>PERFORMANCE AREA</th>
<th>SOURCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Sustainability</td>
<td>a) Health and safety risk</td>
<td>a) Doran and Van der Graaf, (1996); Krajnc and Glavic (2003); NIST (2011); Joung et al., (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Operators’ learning</td>
<td>b) Anzanello and Fogliatto, (2011); Hewitt et al. (1992); Jaber, Kher and Davis (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Human Capital</td>
<td>c) Goldin (2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Knowledge and Information Capital</td>
<td>d) Tan and Wong (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) Innovation &amp; Knowledge</td>
<td>e) Kim and Oh (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f) Employee Satisfaction</td>
<td>f) Aouadni et al. (2014); Aouadni and Rebai (2016); Joung et al., (2012); NIST (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>g) Wellbeing (Physical)</td>
<td>g) Darr and Johns (2008); Gerr et al. (2014); Joung et al., (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and Psychological</td>
<td>h) Zamfirescu et al. (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>h) Attractiveness of Workplace</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>a) Resource efficiency</td>
<td>a) Boyer and Lewis (2002); Romero and Noran (2015); Tonchia and Quagini (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Cost Efficiency</td>
<td>b) Boyer and Lewis (2002); Ferdows and De Meyer (1990); Tonchia and Quagini (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Maintenance costs</td>
<td>c) Susto et al. (2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) WIP Level</td>
<td>d) Lin and Lee (2001); Lin, Shie and Tsai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) Inventory Costs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>a) Internal Quality</td>
<td>b) External Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Rosu et al. (2008);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Fynes and Voss (2001);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Doran and Van der Graaf (1996); Stottler and Panichas (2006); Falck (2009); Ramos, Frasson and Ramachandran (2009);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Parasuraman, Sheridan and Wickens (2000); Pirvu, Zamfirescu and Gorecky, (2014); VINNOVA, S2 and UDI (2015); Sato (2014);</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Lewis (2003)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>a) Availability</th>
<th>b) Failure modes occurrence and impact</th>
<th>c) Throughput time / Volume</th>
<th>d) Time efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>d) Boyer and Lewis (2002); El Mola and Parsaei (2010); May et al. (2015); Konopka and Trybula (1996)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flexibility</th>
<th>a) Operators’ training level</th>
<th>b) Labour Flexibility</th>
<th>c) Traceability (Product)</th>
<th>d) Plant Accessibility</th>
<th>e) Product Flexibility</th>
<th>f) Process Flexibility</th>
<th>g) Production Flexibility</th>
<th>h) Volume flexibility</th>
<th>i) Mix Flexibility</th>
<th>j) Operation Flexibility</th>
<th>k) Expansion Flexibility</th>
<th>l) Market Flexibility</th>
<th>m) Adaptability to a diverse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
3.3 Industrial Automation: Cyber-Physical Production Systems

Industry 4.0 comprises a heterogeneity of ideas and technologies, which needs to be understood by managers of manufacturing companies in order for it to happen in production environments. The technologies introduced into production systems that include human workers as resources should serve to increase the overall system performance, while enabling and facilitating the work efficiency and well-being of those human workers. Strategic initiatives like Industry 4.0 (Kagermann, Wahlster and Helbig, 2013) and Factories of the Future Roadmap 2020 (Effra, 2013) suggest that the common ground of this revolution is the development of CPPS.

Having a well-designed and maintained system of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in factories is pivotal to make right information reach the right person/machine/device at the right time. Different international standards exist to help engineers implement automation solutions. The most renowned is the automation pyramid (Sauter et al., 2011), which for industrial applications evolved into IEC 62264 and then the ISA-95 standard. This is an enterprise standard that introduces a hierarchy, a functional data flow, and an object model for manufacturing systems. The model comprises three types of hierarchies: scheduling and control, equipment, and decision (ANSI-ISA, 2000) and consists of five levels (0 to 4) that represent in which part of the enterprise a certain part of information is treated. The model’s lower levels, 0-2, comprise sensors and programmable logic devices (PLCs) that monitor and control the actual production processes. Different standards, such as ISA-88 (or IEC 61512) and ISO 22400, are strongly related to the ISA-95, and focus on physical processes for batch production, procedural control models (ISA-88) and performance management (ISO 22400) (ANSI-ISA, 2000).

Today, the application of new digital technologies in manufacturing industry enables a new era. The main digital technologies can be categorized in many ways, e.g. Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) (e.g. Fumagalli et al., 2014), Agent Platforms (e.g. Shen et al., 2006), and Distributed real time control (e.g. Lee, 2008). Those technologies are used as a base to develop ICT-driven paradigms like Cloud Computing, CPS and Internet of Things (IoT). It follows that the traditional automation pyramid will lose its rigid hierarchies, and become flatter.

The standard IEC 61499 has been developed to migrate this rigid hierarchy to a more flexible interaction strategy (Ivanova et al., 2009; Dai, Dubinin and Vyatkin, 2014) known as distributed control systems. It provides a functional model that allows the integration of physical assets and related sensors, actuators and PLC/CN, within flexible and orchestrated production subsystems.

---

1 In most European literature the term may also be spelled “Industrie 4.0”, as the concept originates from Germany.
RAMI 4.0 is the reference architectural model introduced by “the Plattform Industrie 4.0” to define the scope of each software application developed in the context of Industry 4.0 (Hankel, 2015). The framework combines existing standards and aligns them to Industry 4.0 using three dimensions: hierarchy, architecture and product life cycle. The dimensions offer an overall perspective on all the parts composing these systems, and helps to analyse them one part at a time, thus simplifying the analysis of the complexities embedded in this structural change.

A crucial component to realize a smart, connected industry is the CPS. A CPS is based on computational devices collaborating and linking together the physical and the cyber worlds. Since it is a relatively new concept, a single, conclusive definition has not been agreed upon yet in the literature. Some definitions stress the architectural component, focusing on the interconnections of “smart” components (Lee, 2008), while others focus on the functions that this kind of system can provide, like self-reconfigurability and resilience. This means that both architectural and functional definitions exist. Furthermore, the distinction between IoT and CPS is not well established, as stated by Ning et al. (2015). Bughin et al. (2015) suggest that the main difference is based on the scope of integration: while IoT connects several physical resources, and allows the exchange and usage of data, a CPS creates a software model of each physical resource, called a cyber twin, that does not operate under the place and time constraints of physical reality.

The most used, comprehensive and deep explanation of the different architectural parts that constitute a CPS is provided by Lee, Bagheri and Kao (2014), and is referred to as “the CPS Pyramid” - also known as 5C architecture. The CPS Pyramid provides a step-by-step bottom-up process for the construction of a CPS, from the implementation of data gathering devices to data management, elaboration and communication. The five steps, or layers, from the bottom of the CPS Pyramid, are:

1. Smart connection layer, which acquires data from the physical world, e.g. via a network of sensors, or through data collected within an enterprise manufacturing planning system;
2. Data-to-Information conversion layer, which provides data analytics applications, based on the real-time physical reality measurements enabled by the Smart Connection layer;
3. Cyber layer, which aims to populate cyber space with models of all the resources and their interactions, creating the quantum leap from a “simple” to a complex IoT system (see Bagheri and Lee (2015));
4. Cognition layer, which synthesizes knowledge from lower levels of information and then define a decision process, establishing collaboration between the computer and the human user. This can be achieved with the use of different machine learning algorithms, such as artificial neural networks (Wilson and Russell, 2003), genetic algorithms (Aouadni and Rebai, 2016) and fuzzy-logic-based networks (Kim et al., 2008);
5. Configuration layer, which applies feedback mechanisms to provide supervisory or resilience services to the overall system. This means that the CPS can make decisions on the future states of its physical part, and actuate them.

This scheme is accepted by many authors (e.g. Monostori, 2014; Alam, Saini and El Saddik, 2015; Moraes, Lepikson and Colombo, 2015; Skowroński and Werewka, 2015; Jiang, Ding and Leng, 2016; Kang et al., 2016).
Leveraging on the layers of the CPS Pyramid (Lee, Bagheri and Kao, 2014) we define a CPPS as a production system in which the technologies mentioned in the CPS Pyramid are embedded, allowing their transposition to a different and broader systemic perspectives (in contrast to the single-resource-perspective of the original CPS Pyramid). If more resources are connected, the production subsystem that is created can be considered as a whole, with clear boundaries defined by the connections; this is an IoT setting. Accordingly, a CPS originates from the real-time connection of a single resource and its virtual twin, while a CPPS originates from the real-time connection of a set of resources with an IoT setting and the virtual model of the entire set of resources, enabling the virtual model to take into account also the real-time interrelations between its parts. Therefore, every subsystem can be modelled with its specific “Cyber-Twin”, and the top two levels of the pyramid can be applied to a cyber twin of the production subsystem (Ullrich, Voyiatzis and Weippl, 2016). Potentially, CPPS are not (technically) closed units, but can expanded as well as the connection between resources, and the complexity of the (modular) virtual model fed with real time data increases. Therefore, they can be described as open socio-technical systems, with a high degree of cross-linking of the physical, social and virtual world as well as an intelligent use of information and communication systems (Frazzon et al., 2013).

A collaborative and automatic communication between the different technological and human subsystems of a piece of equipment, a production line, or even the whole production system can substitute the traditional way of managing, planning and controlling activities. As a result, a CPPS generates new activities affecting social sustainability performance both from a management and technological standpoint.

4. Towards an operational framework for Human-Centric Cyber Physical Production Systems

Based on the literature review, an operational framework – the CPPS Functionality-Level Performance (CyFL) Matrix - was created in order for managers and engineers to identify and strategize around relevant performance areas in Human Centric CPPS. In the followings paragraphs, we first describe the framework’s main axes, namely i) the CPPS Functionalities, which focus on the human and operational performance impacts, and ii) the CPPS levels of analysis, which focus on the technological hierarchy levels at which the CPPS enables intelligent human/machine interactions in the cyber- and physical spaces. Then, these two axes are combined to form the CyFLMatrix.

4.1 CPPS Functionalities

The first axis of the CyFL Matrix relates to the six Functionalities, which were synthesized from the literature and adjusted after the input from the expert interviews. The Functionalities are defined in terms of their objectives and intended outcomes, regarding social sustainability and operational performances, and are mutually distinct from each other with regard to the type of performance they affect.

They are divided into two macro-types; the first one focuses on optimizing the operations of existing systems by raising their actual performances to their maximum performance level. This type is labelled a “retaining” functionality. The second one focuses on the improvement and innovation of existing systems, raising their actual maximum performance level by changing and redefining tasks and jobs. This macro-type has been labelled an “enhancing” functionality. Practical examples of activities corresponding to each functionality have been found in the literature.
**Functionality 1: Silent teacher**

The Silent Teacher functionality has the *objective* of improving the operator learning process, focusing on long-term improvements rather than short-term optimizations of the system. The Silent Teacher aims at reinforcing the efficacy of learning activities done by the operator of a CPPS within and outside the shop floor. Therefore, the silent teacher is an “enhancing” Functionality. The *intended outcome* of the Silent Teacher is to continuously improve the skills of the operators and ultimately make the company more competitive.

To exemplify, Ramos, Frasson and Ramachandran (2009) recount how relevant information is shown to the maintenance operator on a display or a wearable device. Gamification, virtual reality and augmented reality might be used by the Silent Teacher during training sessions within production or assembly lines, as shown by Wetzel et al. (2016). Moreover, augmented reality can help operators put into practice what they learn when they perform new tasks, to consolidate the conceptual part of the new knowledge.

**Functionality 2: Knowledge Manager**

The Knowledge Manager has the *objective* of analysing data gathered in production and extracting relevant information for defined stakeholders. The knowledge manager includes several solutions, such as the identification of best practices, critical resource identification, data entry and maintenance of knowledge databases, calculation and presentation of relevant key performance indicators and communication with other Functionalities and other related parts of the system. The *intended outcome* of it is to make the company learn and grow by better use of data for it to target the desired operational and social results. Therefore, the knowledge manager is an “enhancing” Functionality.

The knowledge manager can leverage cyber twins, i.e. simulation virtual machines, in order to investigate configurations of the production system that reach desired results, as in the case presented by Zhang et al. (2014). Lastly, the knowledge manager is able to update and store data in an effective and efficient way. To do so, a common group of ontologies is needed within a CPPS in order to have this kind of databases as a complete and shared resource (Lanz, Majuri and Tuokko, 2013).

**Functionality 3: Resource Integrator**

The Resource Integrator has the *objective* of enabling the system to be more flexible, striving to self-reconfigure itself with no setup costs. The *intended outcome* is to have a system that can quickly react to changes of the input factors, whether they are organizational, technological or environmental, so that it achieves agility, resilience and ultimately market flexibility. The resource integrator is an “enhancing” Functionality. The feature that particularly distinguishes the Resource Integrator is a feature known as plug & produce. In fact, resources can be moved from a certain production cell, e.g. an assembly line of a product family, to another type of system dedicated either to the same or to a different product family, e.g. an assembly cell. Plug & produce moves resources both physically and cybernetically without interferences to resources in the system that should not be affected by such a change (Ribeiro et al., 2015) and without reducing performances and unnecessary losses of time (Chirn and McFarlane, 2000).

Moreover, if a change in the production plant/subsystem/resource is made, the resource integrator reconfigures virtual models and flows accordingly, interacting with ERP, MES or similar systems.

**Functionality 4: Caregiver**

The Caregiver has the *objective* of minimising the negative impact of the tasks that operators perform on their health from a physical and mental standpoint, and consequently to improve their resulting
performance. The intended outcome is healthier operators working at attractive, and in turn, improved production performances. The caregiver is a “retaining” Functionality.

From an ergonomics standpoint, the CPPS identifies the risks by using data collected from each operator and in general from the CPPS environment. These data have to be matched with the physical characteristics of the operator (height, strength, stamina, etc.) as shown by Pirvu, Zamfirescu and Gorecky (2014). When the risks are identified, the caregiver implements some changes to reduce and/or mitigate this risk, e.g., by communicating the risk to the operator through a wearable ICT device, or to the production manager for evaluation. The caregiver helps reduce operator’s mental strain as well. For the case of maintenance work, the operator can access information about machine usage and previous maintenance activities, as illustrated by (e.g., Sheridan and Parasuraman, 2005; Hancock et al., 2015). Augmented reality can be employed to offer the operator information such as codes and names of components and to help him/her remember reparation procedures for machines that are less subject to breakdowns, as shown by Greer and Mark (2015).

Functionality 5: Risk Manager

The objective of the Risk Manager is the reduction of all the safety risks in the system. The intended outcome is to minimize the time loss due to equipment disruptions and injuries, and therefore create a healthier and safer workplace. The risk manager is a “retaining” Functionality.

The risk manager elaborates the information coming from the system resources states, which can be compared with expected states and propose action of change (Ding et al., 2014). For example, in a context which requires the use of hearing protectors due to high noise levels, if the risk manager perceives the operator approaching an area with high noise, it alerts about the danger on screens near the risk area or directly on wearable devices, as reported by Srivastava, Abdelzaher and Szymanski (2012). The risk manager continuously receives information about the resources from their cyber twins. As a result, the risk manager puts predictive maintenance systems in place, by using the information about machine usages. A similar application is shown by Coraddu et al. (2014) and Susto et al. (2015). The risk manager would also be in charge of assessing the extent to which the system is exposed to risks of cyber-attacks and performs malfunction recognition, as additional failure modes.

Functionality 6: Flow Master

The Flow Master has the objective of managing and improving all the material and parts flows needed in the production system according to production requirements. This Functionality is more focused on operative performances than social sustainability ones. The flow master schedules the production activities in the best way possible, as the intended outcome is reduced lead times and improved quality.

The flow master scheduling activities must be robust to deal with changes regarding planning and execution. An example of this approach is proposed by Terzi and Cavalieri (2004), who give an evaluation framework for pre-emptively robust scheduling solutions. Parameters for production activities are selected by the flow master to get the best quality/time performance reachable by the process and/or its output. To realize such optimizations, the flow master needs to know the position of products or assembled parts, and their specific information (such as product family, variants, jobs already performed on the product, and similar). Moreover, it requires a knowledge base, a decision making unit, and the ability to identify its actual state, according to (Ribeiro et al., 2015). It is argued that a more reactive and flexible scheduling solution allows a more flexible structure for shift planning.
as well. In this way, the operators are given more freedom in managing their work time, hence enhancing their work-life balance.

**Summary**
Having defined the objectives and outcomes of CPPS functionalities, we now relate them to the technological enablers investigated in the literature. Table 5 summarizes some technologies and techniques, which have applications within each functionality. Some of these may have applications in more than one functionality. It must be noted that the implementation of CPS can be included in all functionalities, therefore this is not reported.

*Table 5: Some technologies and techniques that can enable the CPPS Functionalities*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPPS Functionality</th>
<th>Related technologies and techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent Teacher</td>
<td>Augmented reality; virtual reality; human-machine interface; virtual interactive modelling of physical assets and procedures; advanced learning models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Manager</td>
<td>Big data analytics; forecasting technologies; clustering technologies; artificial intelligence; Internet of things applied to sensors; advanced data gathering technologies; simulation models; advanced database management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Integrator</td>
<td>Machine to machine communication protocols; automation standards interpreters; adaptive and self-adaptive manufacturing equipment; manufacturing system simulation models; big data analytics; human-machine interfaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caregiver</td>
<td>Biometric data gathering sensors; strain assessment models and techniques; collaborative robots; adaptive and self-adaptive manufacturing equipment; augmented reality; exoskeletons; wearable devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk Manager</td>
<td>Advanced statistical process control technologies; forecasting technologies; Internet of things applied to sensors; wearable devices; automatic failure mode identification and assessment techniques; risk evaluation models; diffused safety-related actuators; predictive maintenance modules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Master</td>
<td>Internet of Things applied to products and materials; advanced scheduling solutions (multi agent systems, holonic systems, swarm intelligence, etc.); material and product identification technologies; self-reconfigurable equipment; diffused control systems, with warehouse-production data integration; reconfigurable manufacturing systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 CPPS levels of analysis

The second axis of the CyFL Matrix relates to the underlying hierarchical structure for the analysis of CPPS. As outlined in the standards for performance measurement in manufacturing systems (ISO 22400, 2014), to define appropriately KPIs to be used to control the system, the identification of their scope is essential. Here, we leverage the equipment hierarchy model used in the international standard IEC 62264.1 (ANSI-ISA, 2000), as suggested by the RAMI 4.0 reference model, and adapt it to the problem of the analysis of a CPPS. The focus is therefore within the boundaries of a production system, and not considering the enterprise level.
To do so, the concept of equipment will be extended to cover Cyber Physical Systems. We introduce two main changes from the original equipment hierarchy: first, a CPS can be built around human resources as well as around equipment. Second, resources that include Cyber-Physical features may not work at all the layers of the CPS Pyramid. For the scope of analysis, they will be considered as resources which are not fully integrated, but can be equated to CPSs. If a resource lacks features characteristic of a CPS, this would fall back to the equipment hierarchy case.

We identified three different hierarchical levels for resource aggregation in a CPPS (Figure 2). It is highlighted that physical resources are necessary to define the boundaries of level 1, 2 and 3 objects. Resources can be integrated with digital and virtual technologies to create a CPS according to the definition of Lee, Bagheri and Kao (2014), but this is not necessary for the analysis of the logical parts of a CPPS.

--- Please insert Figure 2: Hierarchy of the levels of analysis ---

An object of level 1 will be termed Smart Resource (SR). It is a cyber-physical subsystem tailored on one single resource. A smart resource is a set of: an assigned physical resource; automation chains (IT integration between sensors, database, computational centers and the physical resource, etc.) that are assignable to the physical resource and allow data gathering; and computational devices and models that use the gathered data. If a virtual model of the resource as a whole is present, this is referred to as the “cyber twin”, and is used for scenario analysis and decision making. “Cyber twins” can be realized as dynamic databases and simulation software engines. Each object in a CPPS ideally has an assigned “cyber twin”, and vice versa. The assigned physical resource can be categorized as a unit / work cell, in the terminology of the equipment hierarchy of IEC 62264.1.

An object of level 2 will be termed Smart Resource System (SRS). It refers to a system composed by a set of smart resources. A SRS is composed by the set of all SR that are part of a production subsystem, whose assigned physical resources are categorized as a process cell / production unit / production line, in the terminology of the equipment hierarchy. The subsystem can be identified according to the operative processes that the set of assigned physical resources carry out. All the SRs that compose a SRS, share the same production (operative) output(s). As for Smart Resources, it is possible that a SRS does not have all the features characteristic of a CPS; in fact, the existence of a “cyber twin” of the SRS, i.e. a virtual model reflecting the physical subsystem, may not necessarily be found. This kind of subsystem (SRS) can be defined by the physical layout boundaries of the physical part of the SRs that compose the SRS. In that sense, the boundaries of a SRS are crossed by material, information and product flows. Boundaries can also be set according to other concepts, e.g. value streams (a term from Lean Management literature). In setting the boundaries of a SRS, the interactions between the various SRs must also be considered. The information flows and the decision-making policies must also be included in the analysis.

An object of level 3 will be termed Smart Resource System Orchestra (SRSO). It is composed by the set of all SRSs that are part of a production system under analysis, which are connected directly (peer to peer) or indirectly (through the SRSO). A SRSO is composed by the set of all SRSs that are part of a production system; the union of all assigned physical resources is categorized as an Area, in the terminology of the equipment hierarchy. If the production system is composed of several areas, SRSOs
can be scaled up to cover the whole site. In fact, from a performance measurement point of view, in a CPPS, resources will be connected throughout the areas and the site, flattening the need of distinction between those two scopes.

Furthermore, each object that can be classified into a level, is composed of a defined set of objects classified into the lower level; the actual composition of objects may change over time. It fact, each object can exist in a certain time and space frame. It must be noted that SRs can be re-organized dynamically in different SRSS, if changes occur in the flows or objectives of the production; that equipment can be shared or changed among SRs; etc.

It is quite clear that this peculiarity can bring some uncertainties about performance measures since the object for which performances are measured, may change over time. This is similar to the problem of batch production, where production performance metrics of a subsystem are derived from a multi-batch standard, i.e. a mix of different products. The solution, in that case, is to robustly define aggregate measures (average values, variability analysis and so on) that can extract the wanted information about the system and provide metrics at a less granular level. If the manufacturing data management system of a production system is advanced enough, this distinction can allow an analysis of KPIs focusing on the single time-state of each object. For example, it should be possible to relate KPIs to a particular composition of human and equipment SRs within a SRS, whose composition changes over time (e.g. according to working shifts).

4.3 CPPS Functionality-Level Performance Matrix

Finally, the synthesis of this work as a whole has resulted in a tool able to connect relevant performance areas to the analysis framework proposed. This tool is in the form of a matrix, in which the CPPS functionalities and the CPPS levels of analysis are used as discrimination axes. The matrix is referred to as the **CPPS Functionality-Level Performance** (CyFL) **Matrix** (Figure 3). Each intersection demonstrates which performance areas are positively impacted by a Functionality, as enabled at each system level of analysis. The matrix will therefore be a useful tool to identify and organise performance areas to monitor in Human-Centric CPPS.

--- Please insert Figure 3: The CyFL Matrix, with the relevant performance areas distributed per Functionality and level of analysis ---

Performance areas included in the Matrix can be either well established, or emerging from the paradigms of future production systems (e.g. adaptability to a diverse workforce). In practice, performance areas will be monitored and controlled by means of suitable performance management systems, and implemented through the identification of related, case-oriented Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and their target levels. It is suggested that within the same Functionality, performances related to lower levels of analysis are positively correlated to performances at higher levels of analysis.

In the next paragraph, we outline an operating method that is aimed at providing manufacturing companies with a reference guideline for using the CyFL Matrix.

**Guidelines for the use of the CyFL Matrix**

We suggest that the most suitable object of analysis for the CyFL Matrix is the single improvement project, carried out within the operations of a production system that is evolving towards a human-
centric CPPS. To this end, we propose the following reference guidelines to identify the operative and social sustainability performance areas affected by the specific CPPS improvement project the manufacturing company has undertaken or plans to undertake.

- **Phase 0 - Acquisition of background information on the CPPS improvement project**

Here, the Analyst gathers information on the scope of the CPPS improvement project and on the assets and the processes it will affect. Relevant information for the CPPS improvement project under analysis can be retrieved from the Project Manager and already available project documentation.

- **Phase 1 – Identification of the Level of Analysis**

The Analyst, using the definition of SR/SRS/SRSO as reference, identifies the levels of analysis affected by the CPPS improvement project under analysis, in order to identify and classify all the relevant performance areas inside the CyFL Matrix during the following phases.

- **Phase 2 - Identification of the Functionalities**

Now, the Analyst establishes which specific functionalities are impacted by the CPPS improvement project. This is achieved by decomposition of the improvement project into different sub-objectives, which are then mapped onto the related functionalities. To this end, the vertical axis of the CyFL Matrix and the description of the 6 functionalities are used as a reference.

- **Phase 3 - Compilation of the CyFL Matrix with performance areas**

During phase 3, the relevant performance areas to monitor are defined. Using the outputs of phases 1 and 2, the analysis has so far provided an overall view on the Levels of Analysis and on the Functionalities addressed by the CPPS improvement project. This preliminary information allows the Analyst to direct the focus of the compiling of the CyFL Matrix in the right direction.

As a preparatory step for the phase, the Analyst can initially fill the CyFL Matrix with all the Performance Areas that are already routinely measured by the manufacturing company. Usually, some proposals about performances to be measured are specified in the project documentation, (if not true for the case under analysis, it is possible to skip this preliminary compiling).

After this preparation, the definition and choice of relevant performance areas is carried out by systematically addressing each empty cell of the matrix to decide if any more important Performance Areas should be classified at each system level. To this end, the Analyst can organize a workshop assembling relevant stakeholders for the CPPS improvement project.

The output of this phase is the compiled CyFL Matrix reporting the Performance Areas that increase understanding and control of the project’s operative and social outcomes, from a managerial point of view.

5. **Industrial use case**

The theory-building from the literature review and the expert interviews resulted in the CyFL Matrix for Manufacturing Analysts, but its use and usefulness needed to be examined. The following industrial case was therefore carried out to demonstrate and test the applicability of the proposed framework in addressing real-world CPPS improvement projects.
5.1 Whirlpool Zero Hours Quality department (ZHQ)

The CyFL Matrix was applied to a case at Italian white goods manufacturer Whirlpool EMEA, specifically at the production site of Biandronno, and the focal CPPS improvement project was the improvement of the Zero Hours Quality department (ZHQ). At this site, Whirlpool EMEA produces medium- to high-end white goods, e.g. electric and microwave ovens, induction cookers and refrigerators. The production site also hosts the Product Engineering & Development department and the Operations Excellence Department, who coordinate all the activities of industrial engineering for all the European factories, providing multidisciplinary competences working to improve the manufacturing footprint.

In Whirlpool ZHQ, the statistical quality control simulates the first usage of Whirlpool products at the customer’s premises. The statistical quality control does not replace quality tests that are performed during the whole production process, but it is done in addition to them.

At present, the ZHQ system is comprised of a specific application hosted in a dedicated personal computer, where the testing rules can be programmed, and fixed testing stations, where programmable sequence of tests can be started and managed by an operator according to the product under test. Each personal computer is also equipped with a laser scanner used to read product barcodes and identify both the product model code and the serial number.

To improve the current ZHQ, a project leveraging on CPPS was initiated in 2016. At the beginning of the project, the CyFL Matrix was used to spot the operational and social performance areas impacted by the new CPPS. Three of the researchers involved the project manager and one senior engineer from the Appliance Testing Unit to use the CyFL matrix. The results of the application of the CyFL Matrix to Whirlpool’s ZHQ improvement project are described step by step in the following paragraph, according to the approach proposed in Section 4.3.

5.2 Application of the CyFL Matrix to Whirlpool ZHQ

Phase 0 - Acquisition of background information on the CPPS improvement project

Preliminary information on the ZHQ improvement project were collected from Whirlpool project manager and extracted from the project documents already available. Four main complementary CPPS strategies were identified:

- **CPPS strategy 1 “Usage of Portable Testing Stations”**. Portable and programmable testing stations, equipped with embedded computing power, multipurpose sensors (thermocouple, etc.), actuators and wireless communication, will be introduced in ZHQ.
- **CPPS strategy 2 “Enhanced Operator Interaction”**. Since the operators play a very important role in ZHQ, mobile devices – smartphones and tablets - will be introduced in order to support their activities in real-time. They will be able to create new testing rules and be guided by the system on the fly and in a more convenient way. To this end, two new interface applications will be created.
- **CPS strategy 3 “Auto-Reconfiguration of the Portable Testing Stations”**. Data flows, generated by tests and communicated Machine-to-Machine between the portable testing stations, will be used to modify automatically the program behaviour in a permanent or temporary way, e.g. activating test extensions based on current test results and historical data.
- **CPS strategy 4 “Enhanced Information Interpretation”**. In the current situation, quality testing is based on threshold rules, focused on the identification of the most critical situations. In this strategy, the adoption of a cloud based analytical tool able to process real time data will make it
possible to highlight a wider set of potential problems by comparing the dynamic behaviour of the components under test to the expected one.

**Phase 1- Identification of the Level of Analysis**
In phase 1, taking the definition of the 3 levels of analysis proposed in the CyFL Matrix as reference, the most appropriate level was associated to each CPPS strategy (1-4). Accordingly:

- **CPPS strategy 1** affects the SR Level, i.e. the single testing station and its related sensors and software modules.
- **CPPS strategy 2** affects the SRS level, i.e. the quality-testing stage of the production process. The set of resources belonging to this SRS are the testing stations and the human operators, connected to the ZHQ system by the means of tablets/smartphones. It should be noted that the human resources, here, are not connected in the means; in fact, no data regarding the human operator is gathered or processed/stored by the system.
- **CPPS strategy 3** affects the SRS level, in that it impacts the ability and rules of reconfiguration and control of the affected SRs.
- **CPPS strategy 4** affects the SRS level, specifically the Cyber Twins network and their cognition abilities, as well as the reconfiguration rules.

Compared to the “nominal” CyFL matrix, we can see that in this CPPS improvement project, the prognosticated impacts do not reach up all the way to the SRSO level, where all the system’s SRS and SR are impacted as an entire system. Nevertheless, the participants in the project expressed an interest in predicting some impacts beyond the SRS level, but not in a full-system-encompassing way; therefore, in this particular use case the researchers accommodated the interests of the participants to consider a higher analysis level, but only within the scope of their mandate, and called this intermediate level “Plant level”.

**Phase 2 – Identification of the Functionalities**
The objectives of Whirlpool’s ZHQ improvement project were provided by the Project Manager. These functions were then mapped onto the 6 Functionalities of the CyFL Matrix, as seen in Table 6.

*Table 3: CPPS Improvement objectives and their corresponding Functionalities*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CPPS improvement project at Whirlpool ZHQ</th>
<th>Corresponding functionalities of the CyFL Matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Providing the operator with real time instructions during the sequence of tasks</td>
<td>Caregiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching the operator better procedures to check and measure the products</td>
<td>Silent Teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reprogramming and reconfiguring the testing stations</td>
<td>Resource Integrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic input/output to change the product’s state</td>
<td>Flow Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gathering, storage and processing industrial data for real-time and/or historical analysis.</td>
<td>Knowledge Manager</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be noticed that five out of the six CyFL Matrix’s functionalities are covered by the ZHQ project, while the Risk Manager was not included in the analysis as no interventions with respect to this functionality were defined.
Phase 3 – Compilation of the CyFL Matrix with performance areas

After identifying the levels of analysis and the functionalities, the project manager and senior engineer from Appliance Testing were involved in a workshop to identify which performance areas to monitor. Before the workshop, an initial compiling of the CyFL Matrix was made, considering the performance areas that were already suggested inside the project documents provided by the company (those are highlighted in blue in Figure 4). The initial compiling of the CyFL Matrix was then used at the beginning of the workshop in order to stimulate discussion among the participating stakeholders. As explained before, they were also interested in mapping the contribution of the ZHQ improvement to the overall Plant level, in order to support them in their communication towards the corporate level and the project sponsor. The impacted Performance Areas (those are reported in black in Figure 4) and the complete CyFL Matrix analysis for Whirlpool ZHQ are reported in Figure 4 and in Table 7.

--- Please insert Figure 4 CyFL Matrix of Whirlpool’s ZHQ with identified performance areas for the project (pre-established performance areas found in project documentation are in blue) ---

Table 4: CPPS Improvement impacts within each of the identified Functionalities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relevant Functionalities</th>
<th>Performance impacts in Whirlpool ZHQ CPPS Improvement project</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Silent Teacher               | • **Operator learning**: the operator’s learning curve will improve because the information is delivered to the operator when he/she needs it.  
                              | • **Human error incidence**: the improvement of the learning process will affect the rate of human errors caused by a lack of knowledge. This is the cumulated effect, on a SRS level, of the Improved operators’ learning.  
                              | • **Human Capital**: learning improvements will result in an increasing of the knowledge, skills and competences collectively hold by operators, resulting in a higher human capital.  
                              | • **Employee satisfaction**: more competences and better performance will enhance the Employee Satisfaction level. |
| Knowledge Manager            | • **Information capital**: more information about product’s malfunctions and defects will be gathered by each SR (i.e., the portable testing station) and made available for analysis.  
                              | • **Communication Quality**: the quality of Machine-to-Human communication and the Human-to-Machine communication will be improved thanks to enhanced interfaces on mobile devices. Additionally, Machine-to-Machine communication between portable testing stations will be introduced.  
                              | • **Knowledge and Innovation**: the ability to spot, analyse and communicate new information will allow the plant to have new knowledge on the product and introduce new preventive actions.  
                              | • **External Quality**: thanks to the identification and retention of non-conforming items, more proper-functioning products will be delivered to the market, with a positive impact on the External Quality of the plant.  
                              | • **Plant Accessibility** and **Work-life balance**: plant accessibility refers to the future possibility of accessing the digitalized ZHQ anytime, anywhere. In fact, if testing data and/or rule modification will be done by means of a digital |
application, the need for the operator to be on field is less crucial. This dimension is intended to positively impact on the flexibility of the work and, thus, on the work-life balance of operators.

| Resource Integrator | • **Process Flexibility**: each SR (portable testing stations) will have a more flexible testing process thanks to the enhanced programmability and auto-reconfiguration.  
  • **Volume Flexibility**: the SRS (ZHQ) will be able to react to variation in the demand, thanks to the possibility of removing and adding portable testing in an easy way.  
  • **Expansion Flexibility**: portable testing stations will enter/exit the system in a plug and play mode, understanding context, local network, etc. Accordingly, changes in the manufacturing capacity will require less time and cost.  
  • **Market flexibility**: the flexibilities introduced at the SR and SRS level will contribute to improving the capability of the plant to deal with customised products and frequent product changes, providing a better response to customers’ requests. |

| Caregiver | • **Well-being**: the possibility to have real-time guided operations by means of digital devices represents a form of cognitive automation that can reduce the psychological strain of the operator and, thus, enhance his/her well-being.  
  • **Time loss due to lack of instructions**: this is the SRS level performance directly building on the guided operations. The support provided to operators will decrease the time spent on non value-added activities, such as searching for information and help.  
  • **Productivity**: by reducing the time loss due to lack of instruction, it will be possible to perform more tests during each shift, meaning a higher productivity for the ZHQ.  
  • **Internal quality**: having more healthy and productive operators will positively affect the quality control process and, thus, the internal quality level. |

| Flow Master | • **Time Efficiency**: the automatic input/output will enable the system to do automatically all the tests in a certain sequence, when the product is plugged in and recognised. This will lower the number of non-value-added activities to be carried out by the operator for setup activities.  
  • **Routing Flexibility**: it refers to the ability of the ZHQ system to continue testing given products mix in the presence of internal disturbances, such as tool breakages, controller failures or machine breakdowns. High levels of this kind of flexibility are reached since the products can be tested via several stations, meaning each test sequence can be performed on more than one SR (i.e., the portable testing station) inside the system.  
  • **Cost efficiency**: it will be possible to reach higher utilization of the SRs and lower testing processes’ costs, meaning that the cost efficiency of the plant will increase. |

It can be noticed that 16 new Performance Areas were identified, especially in relation to social sustainability, providing the stakeholders with a wider understanding of the performances to
measure, in order to guide the implementation of the CPPS strategies and monitor their full impacts. To this end, starting from the identified Performance Areas, suitable indicators and their related metrics are to be selected during the following step of the project.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

The evolution of manufacturing production systems towards human-centric CPPS will not be done in one single step but the evolution will be achieved thanks to multiple steps (Qin et al., 2016; Freddi, 2017). From a manufacturer’s perspective, each step can be seen as an improvement project, intended as a modification of the current production system that is made with the objective of enhancing the operational and social sustainability performance of the production system itself (Garetti and Taisch, 2012; Gökan May et al., 2015; Romero et al., 2015).

According to this perspective, to progress towards human-centric CPPS and embrace the Industry 4.0 paradigm in a socially sustainable way, identifying and measuring social aspects in manufacturing, and determining their interaction with production and operative dimensions is of paramount importance (Winroth et al., 2016; Sutherland et al., 2016; Peruzzini and Pellicciari, 2017).

In this paper, we presented a review of the literature on social sustainability, CPPS and performance measurement in production systems. Then, we developed the CyFL Matrix, a literature-based framework to identify and organize operational and social sustainability performances stemming from six functionalities enabled by CPPS at three levels of analysis. The CyFL Matrix was also accompanied by a guideline aimed at helping companies in using the framework. Finally, the application of the CyFL Matrix and the related guideline was illustrated by using a case study concerning the CPPS improvement project carried out at the Zero Hours Quality department of Whirlpool EMEA in Biandronno.

Our work have several implications for theory and practice, which we outline in the followings.

6.1 Contributions

Our study offers three main contributions to current research on human-centric CPPS.

First, we provide a joint literature review on innovative technologies associated with the concept of CPPS and Industry 4.0 alongside social sustainability in manufacturing operations, which can be used as a base for future studies on Human-Centric Cyber-Physical Systems. To the best of our knowledge, there are no other reviews jointly analysing the state-of-the-art on the interrelation among technological and social domains in manufacturing operations.

Second, the CPPS Functionalities provided in this work respond to the need of describing the different Industry 4.0 applications that can create significant impacts on a production system. An impact is deemed significant if it has the potential to increase the systems’ performances, or if it enables new functions.

Accordingly, we respond to numerous authors (e.g. Frazzon et al., 2013) highlighting that in the current literature there is a lack of clear understanding about how operative and social performances of a production system could be affected by the implementation of CPPS.

Moreover, this work provides a coherent description of CPPS functionalities from a more managerial and outcome-driven perspective on technology innovations. This is a new approach to the matter that complements the usual engineering-driven, technical perspective focusing on the detailed exploration of each function as enabled by technology innovations. It connects CPPS to the concept of operational and sustainability-oriented performance, thus fostering clarity and understanding within an area that
increasingly runs the risk of becoming more complex and fragmented, and stimulating managers’ willingness to increase the social performances of their production systems.

Third, in the literature there is a dearth of instruments to identify relevant Performance areas for a Human-Centric CPPS, as noted by Searcy, Dixon and Neumann (2016). We have not found any other methods and tools based on a thorough literature review, encompassing the structured categorization of performances in CPPS, and considering production and social sustainability aspects in a holistic way. The CyFL Matrix contributes to this particular gap by providing a cross-view of CPPS Functionalities (focusing on the objective of each implementation) crossed with the different hierarchical system levels of CPPS (focusing on the system scope). This view enables a structured representation of the impacts on performance that can be achieved with a stratified CPPS implementation, thus creating the base for linking social sustainability at operative level to strategic results, as described by Garetti and Taisch (2012), in CPPS.

Our work has also practical implications. Specifically, the CyFL Matrix and its related guideline work as a support tool for manufacturing managers and engineers willing to identify, organize and monitor the impacts of CPPS they are considering to introduce/design. The CyFL Matrix gives a comprehensive understanding of the benefits of implementing a CPPS-oriented solution and facilitates the identification and organization of performances on production and social sustainability aspects. Accordingly, the CyFL Matrix and its related guideline can be useful to highlight performance impacts the manufacturing practitioner may not have considered otherwise.

6.2 Limitations and directions for future research

Our contributions should be interpreted in light of the limitations of this study, which we suggest to be addressed in future research.

First, we carried out a narrative literature review because of the novelty and multi-disciplinary nature of our study. Although we combined multiple searches and applied a well-defined review process in order to guarantee the comprehensiveness of the results and to reduce the risk of bias, future studies based on a systematic literature reviews would be valuable.

Second, the CPPS Functionalities were classified on the basis of objectives that can be pursued with the implementation of technologies. Therefore, this study does not report a univocal link between specific technologies and outcomes. We suggest that future research should investigate this relationship in order to provide further guidance on the best technologies available to realize each Functionality.

Third, while the proposed CyFL Matrix provides a view of the performance areas impacted by the CPPS functionalities at different levels, key performance indicators in each area are not identified. We suggest that future work may leverage on our results and define the most suitable key performance indicators to measure, track and improve the performance in each area.

Fourth, our study focus was limited to social sustainability aspects related to human operators within the organization, since they are recognized as a crucial stakeholder for manufacturing organizations. In future, researchers could also address other social sustainability aspects related to external stakeholders, such as customers, suppliers and the community. Further, environmental sustainability was delimited from the scope of our investigation. Future studies integrating environmental performances would be useful in order to support a holistic view of the overall sustainability of CPPS.
Finally, the focus of the research was limited to the operations level and the operations phase in the life cycle of a production plant. The integration of other hierarchical levels (e.g. enterprise), plant lifecycle phases (e.g. plant design, ramp-up, refurbishing and dismissing), and the interrelation between a CPPS and its performance impacts on the entire value chain, require further elaboration.

6.3 Conclusions
Identifying and measuring social aspects in manufacturing, and determining their interaction with production and operative dimensions is crucial to progress towards the Industry 4.0 paradigm in a socially sustainable way (Romero et al., 2015; Sutherland et al., 2016), and to shape the competitive and human-centric workplaces of the future (Peruzzini and Pellicciari, 2017: Gregori et al., 2017).

Without clear frameworks, methods and tools to integrate human and social sustainability aspects in the design and deployment of future CPPS, there is the risk these aspects will be overlooked or considered as an add-on to core value-creation processes (Jiang, Ding and Leng, 2016; Pirvu, Zamfirescu and Gorecky, 2014; Romero et al., 2016, Peruzzini and Pellicciari, 2017).

The present work is intended to take a step forward synthesizing the diverse literature streams on social sustainability, CPPS and performance measurement in production systems. Based on the literature findings, it then conceptualizes six main functionalities enabled by a CPPS and three levels of analysis of a CPPS. These are thus combined into a novel framework - the CyFL Matrix – that can help both industrial and research stakeholders to navigate the operational and social sustainability performance impacts of improvement projects towards human-centric CPPS. Finally, the CyFL Matrix and its related guideline are applied to an industrial use case to provide concrete evidence of the results achievable by using the proposed framework in manufacturing practice.

In doing so, the present study contributes to set the stage for future research aimed at supporting manufacturing companies in the realization of human-centric CPPS, future highly digitalized production systems where operational and social sustainability aspects are managed proactively to achieve the best for people and competitiveness.
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**Highlights**

- Six Functionalities of a Human-centric CPPS are illustrated
- Three levels of analysis of CPPS are defined
- The CyFL Matrix aims to identify and organise performances in Human-centric CPPS
- CyFL Matrix is a tool for companies interested in Human-centric CPPS’ performances
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Smart Resource (SR)</th>
<th>Smart Resource System (SRS)</th>
<th>Smart Resource System Orchestra (SRSO)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent Teacher (ST)</td>
<td>Operator’s Training Level</td>
<td>Labour Flexibility (Process Cell)</td>
<td>Employee Satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Operator’s Learning (Speed and Retention)</td>
<td>Human Error Incidence</td>
<td>Labour Flexibility (Area)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Knowledge Manager (KM)| Traceability (Product)  
|                      | Information Capital (Resource)                                                      | Information Capital (Process Cell)                              | Human Capital                                                  |
| Resource Integrator (RI)| Product Flexibility                                                              | M2M Communication Quality                                       | Plant Accessibility                                             |
| CareGiver (CG)     | Wellbeing  
|                    | • Physical Strain  
|                    | • Psychological Strain                                                             | M2M Communication Quality                                       | Information Capital (Area)                                    |
| Risk Manager (RM)  | Availability (Resource)  
|                    | Maintenance cost  
|                    | Failure modes occurrence  
|                    | Failure modes impact                                                             | Production Flexibility                                          | Innovation & Knowledge                                        |
| Flow Master (FM)   | Resource Efficiency (Time)  
<p>|                    | External Quality (Task Execution; Process Output)                                | Volume Flexibility                                              | Market Flexibility                                             |
|                    |                                                                                  | Mix Flexibility                                                 | Operation Flexibility                                           |
|                    |                                                                                  | Process Flexibility                                             | Expansion Flexibility                                          |
|                    |                                                                                  | Human Error Incidence (Failed Defence)                          | Adaptability to a diverse workforce                            |
|                    |                                                                                  |                                                                  | Attractiveness of the workplace                                |
|                    |                                                                                  |                                                                  | Internal Quality                                                |
|                    |                                                                                  | Availability (Process Cell)                                     | Resilience of Production System                                |
|                    |                                                                                  | Health and safety risk (Process Cell)                           | Operational Risk                                                |
|                    |                                                                                  | Operational Risk (Process Cell)                                 | Health &amp; Safety Risk                                           |
|                    |                                                                                  |                                                                  |                                                                  |
|                    |                                                                                  | Scheduling Robustness                                           | Inventory costs                                                |
|                    |                                                                                  | Routing Flexibility                                             | Frozen Period                                                  |
|                    |                                                                                  | Throughput time; Throughput Efficiency (time; energy; resource)  | Cost Efficiency                                                |
|                    |                                                                                  | WIP level                                                       | External Quality                                               |
|                    |                                                                                  | Process Flexibility                                             | Production Lead time                                           |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZHQ CyFL Matrix</th>
<th>Smart Resource</th>
<th>SR System</th>
<th>Plant level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silent Teacher</td>
<td>- Operator's Learning</td>
<td>- Human Error Incidence</td>
<td>- Human Capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge Manager</td>
<td>- Information capital</td>
<td>- Communication Quality (H2M; M2H; M2M)</td>
<td>- Quality (External)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Integrator</td>
<td>- Process Flexibility</td>
<td>- Volume Flexibility</td>
<td>- Plant Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CareGiver</td>
<td>- Wellbeing (psychological strain)</td>
<td>- Time Loss due to lack of instructions</td>
<td>- Quality (Internal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow Master</td>
<td>- Time Efficiency</td>
<td>- Routing Flexibility</td>
<td>- Market Flexibility</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>